Notice to motorists

Opening of new northbound Bruce Highway bridge over Sunshine Motorway

The Bruce Highway Upgrade – Caloundra Road to Sunshine Motorway (CR2SM) is progressing well. A number of traffic changes are occurring on major and local roads to facilitate ongoing construction works.

During the week commencing Sunday 24 November 2019 (weather permitting), northbound Bruce Highway traffic will be diverted onto a new section of carriageway and bridge over the Sunshine Motorway in Tanawha. This is the first new bridge to be opened as part of works to upgrade the Sunshine Motorway interchange.

These traffic changes will allow for demolition works to begin at the old northbound bridge and for the old highway carriageway to be upgraded in this area.

Please refer to the map overleaf.

What to expect

Changes to northbound Exit 194 ramp:

- The northbound Bruce Highway Exit 194 ramp to the Sunshine Motorway will be shortened slightly to facilitate these traffic changes. This means the northbound Exit 194 ramp will be relocated approximately 400m north of the current ramp.

- **Motorists are advised to use both traffic lanes on approach to the signalised intersection along the ramp.** This will optimise traffic storage capacity and minimise congestion.

Traffic detours and lane closures:

- Prior to the traffic changes, northbound Bruce Highway traffic will be detoured at night. Details of the traffic detours will be displayed on construction signage.

- Temporary lane closures will also occur to allow for pavement works, signage and guardrail installation and line marking.

- Traffic controllers and police will be present to assist motorists if required. Motorists are advised to follow directional signage and allow extra travel time.

- Refer to [Qld Traffic](#) for further details.

Temporary lighting and audible noise

- Lighting towers will be used to light the area at night. Audible noise from construction activities and heavy machinery can be expected.

Working hours

Both day and night works will be required to complete these works.

The project’s working hours are:

- **Night works:** Sunday to Thursday, 7pm to 5am.
- **Day works:** Monday to Saturday, 6am to 6pm.

It is important to note that these activities are dependent on weather conditions.

We thank the local community for your patience and cooperation during these works.
Opening of new northbound Bruce Highway bridge over Sunshine Motorway

Contact us
Free call: 1800 749 022*
Email: brucehwycr2sm@tmr.qld.gov.au
Visit: www.tmr.qld.gov.au (search for ‘Caloundra Road interchange’)

*Charges may apply for calls from mobile phones and pay phones. Check with your service provider for call costs.